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VAbstract
Spare spacecraft originally designed, for the Alariner Mars 1964 Inission were
modified to accomplish the successful Venus flyby of Mariner V, This technical
memorandum describes the changes necessary to the power subsystem of that
spacecraft to adapt it for the Venus mission.
Flying toward rather than away from the sun affoctcd the design of the
primary power source—tic solar panels, The panels were required to acconinlo-
date temperatures In excess of 12000, and to supply power within a voltage range
compatible with the power conditioning equipment, Thermal interactions between
the solar panels and the spacecraft mechanical bus also affected the design.
The power conditioning equipment design was affected by the scientific Instru.
ment package which was flown, and the entirely new sequence of operations at
planet encounter. The power conditioning equipment was redesigned, therefore,
to provide the increased power handling capability required by the spacecraft
loads, and the revised switching of the power distributed to the scientific instru-
ment package.
The battery design remained slightly redesigned for Mariner Venus 67;
however, new batteries were fabricated for the mission.
The test, operations, and flight of the Mariner Venus 67 livVICT Subsystem were
extremely successful; a minimum of difficulties were encountered.
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Mariner Venus 67 Power Subsystem Modification:
Test and Flight Operation
I. Introduction
The Mariner Mars 1964 spare power conditioning units
and ne%ly fabricated solar panels and batteries provided
the flight and flight spare spacecraft units for the power
subsystem for Mariner Venus 67. The fact that the space-
craft was to fly toward rather than away from the sun
caused the redesign and fabrication of new solar panels.
The batteries were slightly redesigned to provide some
improvements since new batteries would be required
for the flight and flight spares, The Mariner Mars 1964
batteries were 2-3 yr old from activation and were not
considered reliable for flight at that age. The power con-
ditioning required modification and the fabrication of
new main 2.4 kHz inverters because of increased power
requirements and revised load switching sequences.
11. Power Subsystem
A. Solar Panel
1. Design. The change in direction from a Mars to a
Venus mission had its greatest effect on the solar panels
of the power subsystem. On the Mars mission, with the
spacecraft moving away from the sun, the solar intensity
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-423
and, consequently, the temperature decreased with time.
Under such conditions, a characteristic of the solar cell
was a degreasing power output with increasing voltage,
Conversely, on the Venus mission, the solar intensity and
temperature increased with time; however, the voltage
decreased, Therefore, the series-parallel arrangement of
cells in each panel section had to be revised to provide
more cells in series since the output voltage of the
Mariner C panel ($4 cells in series) would be only 30 V at
Venus encounter, This low panel voltage would cause un-
controllable sharing between the panels and the battery.
Another consideration in the panel design was the
panel mounting location. Because of the geometry of the
earth-Venus mission, the spacecraft roll axis was reversed,
The panels were also reversed and would have reflected
heat from the celled surface into the electronic bays and
vice versa, raising th(.,
 temperatures above acceptable
limits. This was relieved by eliminating 27 in, of substrate
and solar cells next to the octagonal structure. The
decision was made to leave the panels at the Mariner
Mars 1964 length so as to use the attitude control gas
systems without modification, This provided a total area
of 43.6 ft' and a nominal power at launch of 400 W.
1
One problem in design was noted during space simula-
tor testing of the type approval (TA) solar panel, The
panel had been subjected to thermal shock tests of
1-^ 13WIF to --18011E and -[^ 165OF to •--108°F with the
appendages attacbed; e,g,, attitude control gas systems,
dual frequency receiver antennas, etc. In addition the
panel had completed 45 h of the 60 h planned at -1285°F
when a facility power failure carved a loss of the solar
simulator lights, The panel rapidly dropped in teartpera-
ture from -1285 0F to-480F. This shock caused numer-
ous P-contact delarninaations and a test program was
immediately instituted to determine the extent of the
problem, It wits found thet this shock rata; represented
an unrealistic test situation, and that inHight spacecraft
could not turn rapidly enough, under normal circum-
stances, to cause a similar problem.
2. Tasting. The spacecraft solar panels do not normally
undergo the amount of system testing provided for other
hardware. Two systems tests were performed using solar
panels: the first test was the vibration of the flight space-
craft with the solar panels included. This test was de-
signed to verify the rip-latched design. The second was
a free mode test in which the solar panels were outside
the Spacecraft Assembly Facility (SAF) building; the
panels powered the spacecraft, which was located inside
the SAF
'
by means of cables especially designed for this
purpose;. No problems were noted in eithee test. More
specific information on solar panel testing is included in
Section III,
B. Power Conditioning
1. Design, The changes required in the power condi-
tioning equipment were mainly caused by the increased
power demands of the new Data Automation System
(DAS) and scientific instrument complement, and a design
deficiency associated with the battery voltage monitor
circuitry on Mariner IV. Because of the revised science
instrument complement, the power distribution switching
was also revised.
The Mariner Mars 1964 power subsystem main 2.4 kHz
inverter was designed for a maximum continuous power
load of 80 W and a peak load of 120 W. This inverter sup-
plied power for all of the engineering loads (except the
attitude/control (A/C) maneuver electronics, gyros and
autopilot) and all of the science loads. With the science
instruments and the new DAS, the total loading on this
inverter was 90 to 105 W. To provide this output power
within the nominal voltage regulation required a new
output transformer; since the output transformer was
potted into place it could not be removed withoar' dam-
age to the unit. Therefore, new main 2,4 kHz ;4n , a as s
were fabricated for this mission,
The revised power requirement created an additional
problem in power handling capability. The Mariner Mars
1964 and Mariner Venus 67 power subsystems were de-
signed to use the maneuver booster regulator (B/R) as
a backup should the main B/R fail. The maneuver B/R
is normally on only when the A/C gyros are required,
However, if the main B/R should .fail, this is sensed by
the circuitry in the booster; the main spacecraft loads are
then automatically switched onto the maneuver B/R, The
capability of the main and maneuver boosters is 150 W,
nominally. If a failure of the main B /R occurs and the
gyros are required, the total load on the maneuver booster
could be greater than 150 W. The main and maneuver
boosters were integrated into one large case-size package
that could not readily be modified to increase the power
handling capability. To avoid this problem, an exclusive
circuit was added to the B/R which would turn off
science power in the event the main B/R failed and the
gyros were on. Science power was not affected by either
a main B/R failure or when only the gyros were on.
A study of the problem of booster capability indicated
that under certain conditions, discussed in Section IV,
the booster could supply more than 150 W. Therefore,
provision was made to override the exclusive circuit by
ground command. The override was necessary for a criti-
cal condition, such as if the main booster fails and the
gyros are required at Venus encounter.
One reason for the change in switching of the science
instruments is their position on the Mariner Venus 67
spacecraft and the reversal of the spacecraft roll axis.
These instruments, which were in the sun on the Mariner
Mars 1064 mission, are on the shaded side of the space-
craft during the flight to Venus, Prior to launch, there Nvas
some concern about turning off the bus-mounted science
instruments after encounter because they would become
too cold and could not be returned to normal operation.
The switching logic of the power distribution assembly
for Mariner Mars 1964 allowed either the spacecraft cen-
tral computer and sequencer (CC&S) MT-8 or MT-9 com-
mands as well as the DC-26 ground command to turn off
all science instruments.
The other reason for the switching change was the revi-
sion in purpose of the CC&S MT-8 command. On Mariner
Mars 1964 this command served to turn off the encounter
science instruments and the non-real-time DAS after en-
counter, On Mariner Venus 67, howe <^er, its purpose was
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to switch the science and DAS to the encounter mode,
(data mode 3) and enable the planet sensor, For these
reasons, the power distribution assembly was modified so
that neither the CC&S MT-8 or MT-0 commands affected
science power. The MT-8 command was no longer used
by the power subsystem.
The functions of the DC-25 and DC-26 ground com-
mands, which served on Mariner Mars 1064 as a backup
to the CC&S MT-7 and MT-8 commands, respectively,
were also revised, intone of the science complement on
Mariner Venus 67 is encounter oriented; consequently, all
of the science instruments are on throughout the flight.
The DC-25 command, which became DC-V25, serves not
only as a backup to the MT-7, but also provides the over-
ride of the exclusive circuit previously described. In addi-
tion, this command turns the science power on through
a redundant relay and turns the battery charger off as it
did oil the Mariner Mars 1964 spacecraft. The function
of the DC-V26 command is to: (1) .reset all the magnetic
latching relays for science power (separation, DC-2, and
DC-25), and (2) turn the battery charger off, In addition
to these functions) the command also serves as a reset for
the exclusive circuit override command DC-V25, One
other command on Alariner Mars 1964 turned science off;
this was the data encoder command (data anode 4) for
the tape playback. This was not required on Mariner
Venus 67 and, thus, was A_ xtted from the power
subsystem.
Another change was made to facilitate the command
sequences. In illariner Mars 1964, the DC-28 command
only turned on the battery charger; it had to be turned
off by either a DC-25 or DC-26 command, For Mariner
Venus 67 the switching logic was revised to allow the
DC-V28 command to sequentially turn the battery charger
on or off (toggle) by sensing its state at the time the
command is given.
During the flight of Mariner IV, the battery terminal
voltage continued to rise after the charger was turned off.
It is theorized that this was caused by the mechanization
of the battery voltage monitor, which allowed a small
trickle charge current of approximately 1.6 mA to flow
into the battery continuously. For Mariner Venus 67 the
battery was isolated from the voltage monitor circuitry
by an emitter follower circuit.
2. Testing. After completion of the modifications to the
power conditioning described above, the flight and flight
spare units underwent system testing on the spacecraft.
Concurrently, the TA unit underwent testing.
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The spacecraft testing of the power subsystem pro-
ceeded satisfactorily, with only a few difficulties occur-
ring, One was associated with the addition of the dual
frequency receiver (DFR) experiment to the spacecraft
for the Mariner Venus 67 mission. This receiver uses two
frequencies, 50 and 420 MHz, for its operation. During
the system testing, the power subsystem booster regulator
was one of the major sources of 50-MHz noise on the
spacecraft, and interfered with the DFR. Experience with
the 13/11 on Mariner Mars 1964 had shown that there were
noise spikes generated in the subsystem, but these had
not caused any major interference to other subsystems,
A source of this noise was known to be the diodes in
the power rectifier section of the Il/R. Replacement of
these diodes with a newer type substantially reduced the
50-MI-1z noise,
Another difficulty which occurred during system test-
ing was related to the modification made to allow the
DC-V28 command to be toggled. The circuitry is covered
in detail in Section IV. However, when the charger was
in the boost enable mode, and the boosting started, the
effect was as though a DC-V28 command had been given
and the battery charger switched from boosting to charg-
ing. This did not allow boosting to occur as desired. The
difficulty was resolved by adjusting the value of two
resistors in the toggle circuit.
A third difficulty which occurred during system testing
was associated with an operational support equipment
(OSE) function, Twice during electrically quiet periods
of system testing on the flight spacecraft, the OSE lights,
indicating whether the spacecraft is operating from inter-
nal or external power, came on simultaneously. Each time
this occurred the power subsystem had been on the inter-
nal position of the power transfer switch; no change was
noted in the position of the switch, nor in the source of
spacecraft power. At first it was thought that the diffi-
culty was caused by foreign material in a junction box, of
the system test complex. However, when it oce-irred the
second time, the current on the external powr indica-
tion line was traced to the spacecraft. Unfortunately, it
disappeared during troubleshooting. After the second
occurrence of this phenomenon, tests were run on the
spacecraft to evaluate ground integrity and to check for
a pin-to-pin short in the spacecraft umbilical connector
or harness. Response time and leakage tests were also
made on the power transfer switch and Case VIII, which
contains the switch, None of these tests revealed anything
that could have caused the difficulty. It never recurred,
either in the remainder of the system testing or on the
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launch pad, nor was any difficulty experienced in transfer-
ing froth external to internal power or back.
All of the power Subsystem modifications were tbor-
oughly tested in the systems testing, including the exclu-
sive circuit and the exclusive-circuit override command.
No difficulties, other than those discussed, were noted.
The TA testing for .Mariner Venus 67 proceeded well
even though this unit had undergone TA testing and
8000-h of life testing on the Mariner Mars 1964 program,
The life testing on Mariner Mars 1064 had been termi-
nated because of a catastrophic failure of a filter capacitor
in the 400-cycle, 3-phase inverter, These capacitors were
replaced during the rework for Mariner Venus 67 and the
case assembly was undergoing electrical tests prior to
flight approval (FA) thermal-vac when one of the replace-
ment capacitors failed, Both failures were traced to elec-
trolytic leakage around the terminal seal of the capacitor,
These capacitors were subsequently replaced in all of the
400-cycle, 3-phase inverter subassemblies with capacitors
of identical value, but improved seal design. No further
difficulties were experienced with this type of capacitor.
C. Battery
1. Design. The only problem noted with the Mariner IV
battery was the increasing terminal voltage after termi-
nation of charge; this was attributed to the trickle charging
by the volta qe monitor circuitry. Because new batteries
had to be fabricated, some minor improvements were
instituted into the design.
In the Mariner Mars 1964 battery design, a vent hole
had been left in the call cover to aid in filling the cells
with electrolyte. It was found that this vent hole was not
used during the fabrication of the Mariner Mars 1964 bat-
teries, therefore, this hole was eliminated in the cover
design for Mariner Venus 67. This eliminated a weak
spot in the cell seal and allowed a continuous seal be-
tween the cell cover and ease.
The active material mix of the negative plate for the
Mariner Mars 1964 battery consisted of 90% ZnO, 7% HgO,
and 3% PVA binder. This binder had been changed from
teflon powder to PVA for Mariner Mars 1964 in the ex-
pectation of some improvement. It was found that the
improvement was not measurable and that the recombi-
nation rates of oxygen on the negative plate could be
increased by a return to the teflon powder. This was done
for Mariner Venus 67.
The third change made was not a change in materials,
but in processes. On the Surveyor battery program, the
uniformity and quality of the cellophane separator used
in the plate wrap tended to vary significantly from lot
to lot, The battery vendor had Instituted increased inspec-
tion processes and acceptance criteria for the cellophane
separator on Surveyor and this improved acceptance
specification was used for Mariner Venus 67,
2, Tasting. The battery chosen for flight did not un-
dergo testing with the other spacecraft elements until the
spacecraft was ready to be installed on the Agena. Bat-
teries identical in design were used during the spacecraft
vibration and space simulator testing. Spare batteries from
Mariner Mars 1964 were used during the SAF testing.
This was necessary because the average lifetime of as bat-
tery in use is 6 discharge-charge cycles, By only using
the flight battery on the last system test, assurance is pro-
vided that the battery flown is in the best condition
possible,
Because of this, the acceptability of the battery design
and capability of the flight battery must be based on the
tests of the TA batteries, the spacecraft tests using test
batteries, and the FA tests and manufacturing data of the
battery chosen for flight. One battery was initially pro-
cured as an engineering battery because the manufacturer
had not fabricated this model since the Mariner Mars 1964
procurement. The engineering battery underwent TA
testing as well as some additional special testing to deter-
mine specific battery characteristics.
Three batteries were bought for TA testing on the
Mariner Venus 67 program. These were used to verify
the design and the manufacturing capability. The TA
batteries performed nominally during the testing, but all
three had some occurrence of plate wire breakage as did
the TA batteries on Mariner Mars 1964. However, two of
the three batteries were accidentally shocked during vi-
bration; because of the shock it was difficult to determine
whether the plate wire breakage was entirely a result of
the vibration or an effect of the shocking. The plate wire
breakage had not been observed on any battery as a result
of the FA vibration tests. Even with the broken plate
wires, the capacities of the TA batteries were above the
specification requirements at both +32 0 F and -1-140°F.
The specific details of the testing and the capacities ob-
tained are given in Section V.
There were two instances of cell leakage in batteries
that were being used for SAF testing of the spacecraft.
Both of these were -spares left from the Mariner Mars 1964
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program alid were —2.5-yr old at the time. Because of
the agcy of these batteries this was not considered to be
an unusual situation,
The performance of the system test batteries during
spacecraft vibration and. space simulator testing and the
perforintince of the flight battery through midcourse has
all been nominal,
D. Power Subsystem Flight Operation
The overall operation of the Mariner Venus 1067 power
subsystem during the cruise and encounter of Mariner V
followed expected characteristics, There were variations
from the expected data in the outputs of the f, , C and 1,, ,.
(see Section 111, G) experimental solar cells and in the
solar panel temperature, but no failures were noted,
The battery was used twice during the mission, for
launch and for the midcourse maneuver, The initial bat-
tery use started with the transfer to internal power at
L — 7 min and continued until the sun was acquired
about 30 min after liftoff, The battery was then recharged
until the midcourse maneuver when the pitch turn caused
a shading of one solar panel and sharing between the
solar panels and battery. The battery was used for an
additional 46 min at this time. When the sun was reac-
quired after completion of the maneuver, the battery
resumed charging. The battery charger was turned off
at L -f- 13 clays.
The solar panels provided power for the spacecraft
from sun orientation after the spacecraft /Agena separa-
tiori until the maneuver, and throughout the remainder
of the mission. Sharing of the solar panels and battery
occurred during the maneuver as described above. Panel
capability was estimated to be 405 W near earth and
615 W near Venus.
The power conditioning equipment functioned as de-
signed throughout the mission with no anomalies. The
power subsystem responded to and executed each com-
mand as expected.
III. Solar Panel Design and Test
The Mariner Menus 67 solar array was designed to meet
the raw electrical power requirements and environmental
extremes which would be experienced during the space-
craft mission to Venus. A basic ground rule associated
with this design was that it would employ Mariner Mars
1964 technology wherever possible to minimize develop-
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ment schedule and cost. Functional requirements for the
design of the solar array stipulated that it provide a mini-
mum of 360 W of power at a space solar intensity of
135 mWi cm-` and 530x, that the voltage output from the
array be limited to 50 V, ffiat the voltage at maximum
power should be 44 :±2 V, and thail the panel weigh less
than 15.7 W
The Mariner Venus 67 spacecraft solar array consists
of four oriented solar panels each having 10.9 ft' of area
available for solar cell mounting. The cell layout on each
solar panel consists of a folded string (Fig, 1); after de-
ployment it is maintained in a plane perpendicular to the
7.-axis of the spacecraft. For improved reliability each
panel is divided into 3 isolated electrical sections that
consist of 2 folded strings of 105 cells in series and 14 cells
in parallel. The solar cells used in the design are 1 X 2 cm
P-on-N (P-N) silicon solar interconnected into 7-cell sub-
modules with gold-plated Kovar bus bars, The output of
each electrical section of the array was shunt regulated
by a string of 6 zener diodes to limit the voltage output
to less than 50 V. The electrical schematic of a typical
electrical section is shown in Fig, 2. Basically, the elec-
trical design is the same as that employed on the Mariner
Mars 1964 solar panel. Similar materials, submodules, and
techniques were incorporated wherever possible. Table 1
provides detailed information on the Mariner Venus 67
solar panel.
The cell layout and cable routing was designed to mini-
mize the magnetic fields caused by solar-panel current
flow and materials. The use of the folded electrical sec-
tion concept minimizes the magnetic field generated by
Table 1. Solar panel description
Item Quantity
Solar panel area 10.9 IF 	 (35.5 X 44.40 in.)
Total area per spacecraft 43.6 ft' (4 panels)
Cells per panel, including 404 cells/ft' X 10.9 ft' = 4410 cells
packing factor
Cells per spacecraft 4410 X 4 — 16,640 cells
Submoa'	 size, 2 cm X 7 cm 1 series X 7 parallel, Mariner C type
Number of vi4modules per panel 630
Number of submodules per 630 X 4 = 2,520
spacecraft
Sections per panel 3 each, 105 series, 14 parallel
Panel matrix 105 series X 42 parallel, 3 sections
Spacecraft matrix 105 series X 168 parallel, 12 sections
Estimated power in earth-space 100 W per panel
Spacecraft raw power at neon-earth 400 W
space
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Fig. 1. Mariner Venus 67 solar panel
the solar cell current through cancellation caused by posi-
tioning adjacent current paths flowing in opposite direc-
tions, In addition, the voltage strings all terminate at the
inboard edge of the panel, thereby greatly simplifying
the cabling required. The longitudinal string orientation
also reduces the possibility of the loss of a complete panel
of three voltage strings resulting from shroud damage
during the shroud separation event. To provide good heat
sinking and radiation to space, the zeners were mounted
on the supporting spars of the array structure.
Additional features of the Mariner Venus 67 solar array
included four transducers to aid in monitoring the array
operating temperature and a short-circuit current and
open-circuit voltage transducer (Figs. 3-6).
A. Solar Panel Substrate Design
The Mariner Venus 67 solar panel substrate (Figs. 3
and 4) was contractor fabricated for JPL. The design con-
sisted of a 4-mil aluminum skin reinforced with lateral
3-mil corrugations; this substrate matrix was supported
over its entire length by 2 parallel box beam spars. The
corrugation skin and spars were bonded together with
an epoxy adhesive.
The vertical elements of the corrugation and the spars
were pierced with flanged lightening holes to minimize
weight and to aid in heat radiation from the back side
of the skin. The entire back surface of the panel was
coated with a high-emissivity gloss black paint. The cell
surface of the substrate skin was covered with a 3-mil-
thick epoxy impregnated fiberglass to provide an elec-
trically insulating layer to mount the solar cells. The
resulting solar panel substrate weighed ,9 lb.
Control of the panel's quality and safety during fabri-
cation was strictly maintained by contractor and JPL
inspectors. The substrate, which is loaded with solar cells
and zener diodes to approximately the same weight as
the substrate itself, could be seriously damaged by a
6
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Schemot;c of typical electrical si-ction
pencil killing onto its surface from the shirt pocket of
so ► oe()nc stancli ► ig over it. After fabrication and before
final acceptance, the solar array str ucture assembly was
givcu a final thorough inspection by JP1, quality assur-
ance personnel to ensure dimension) tolerances. This
inchcded skin stirlmv flatness, bond fillets, and dielectric
strength of the insulating coating. It was also required
th; ► t all pancls Le subjected to an idtrasonic inspection
to cns ►► re good adhesion of skin, corrugation, and spars.
Solar panel, rear surface
Zener Diode Shunt Regulates
"1'hc flight configuration of the Mariner Venus 37 solar-
array shunt regulator required 6 •rener diodrs connected
in series for each electrical section of a panel. The diodes
were torqued to tic underside of the panel's box bcmii
spars, which provide heat sink for controlling diode tem-
perature in excess of the anticipated worst case power
dissipation of 10.5 W diode. Tlic diodes were electrically
insulated from the spars with 6-mil mica washers, and
after installation were coated with nonconductive black
paint to improve their surface emissi\ ity.
The diodes had the following nominal characteristics:
a zener voltage of 8.25V ±2% at 1 A, and a 90°C stud
temperat ► re •.vitli a ten ► perature coefficient of 3.27 ±0.72
n ► V/ °C;.
Solar Cell Assembly
Boron dilhised, 1 X 2 cm P-N, silicon solar cells with
clectroless nickel plating, solder-dipped ohmic contacts
were employed in the Mariner Venus 67 array fabrica-
tion. Most of these cells were procured during Mariner C,
although some additional cells were required for Mariner
Wiens 67. To effectively control the quality of the solar
cells, a JPL source inspector witnessed 100% of the sample
lot mechanical and electrical testing of each 5000-cell lot.
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Fig. 4. Solar panel, front surface
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Fig. 6. Closeup of typical temperature transducer
installation
Fig. 7. Average individual solar cell current-voltage
curves for Mariner Venus 67
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Fig. 8. Typical solar cell submodule: (a) front, (b) rear
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D. Solar Cell Submodule
A .olar (ell sul ►ttttKlilc t. flit %malle.l .iha.setihly of
fit,- .filar array awl coi.i.t. of solar cells, filter covers,
filler ,idbt-%i%v, mod Iii. h;tr.. The .%hiriner Venus 67 sih-
nitKlile .oltler ot-mmcutioi% were made flirt-rtly to the cells
before a.a • itl ► ly of flit , si imodrilc to th,• Irand (Fig, 8).
'I'hi% dr.ign was wwd ort .1Irmm r %1,tt• 1961 and per-
Iiitf ► •d 1114114 • tieaiillglil t-v;tll ► . ► tiont of flu • electrtcal and
Iieclutiira) uhar;tcleri.tic. of the h0kidial .iht ► , cl ► il ► •,,
lhereh) infirm%iig st•riv% string matrhfng awl QA iisl ►cc-
tion terhii ► Iie.. Tlii-..it:riifi ► ,iitl % rl•(Im-t•d the anwimt of
work in the of tilt , .ihrio(1iles ()It the
I ►aic1. The , indiwidrtal .,)I.ir c ► • Ik are electrirallw irttercon-
ict h •tl ()it 	 P side with it 20-mil wire aul ()it 	 N side
with it 3-mil-thick ribbon -;,(-It %% hick wits gold-plated
k ►►%;tr, how;i is uset) huc •.ttrse of its simil; ► r thermal coe ffi-
► icrtt fo flit- .div i .olar cell.
Earls soli cull is c►►vt rt ► Iwith a g l .ts. f'iltr•r (o l ► roter•t
it froti %Iraq•
 low•energy radiation amyl to aid ill wrnpera-
tire a itrol of the (-ells citrrilig (light. 'flit • filter covers
were Lthric •atud irmi it fi-mil thick Dt)w (:otiing 0211
microsheet sil ►stratc with it 0.1111 mWroi c•itoff filter
vat-util ►► deposited till oic stifac•c.
E. Solar Panel Submodule M(inufacturing
111, sc •reeied solar cells, filters, aril adhesives were
e itrac•tor fabric m(d into Marrnt • r Veins (37 sihriodilles.
A st • rniarrtornulk- process ittvulviiig ;t fimm-1 ovt • tt was
employed ill the solar culk mid kovar his bars.
A tumid oven \\ ith
 it ►ne temperature control through
whic!t c •oroponCits art- aritomittically rc ► nweyed is shown
in Fig. 9. 'I'hr ti.trtel owci roilcl he ruitrolled to optimize
the tin y ► • -trrr pear rtiry
 soldvriig cycle of a sihmo dole to
insire good solder bonds mid miiiitire electrical degr:t-
d;ttion. 7'he cells were assembled into it rim-p ined graphite
fisturr; this served to correctly position his lia r s relative
to flit , rills aid ked flit- critical ntaxii ► int ailed ntinintint
dini ► • r ► sions of flue siihmodiih, (Figs. 10-12). This tech-
rticlie was snuc•essfilly used ()it Mars 1064 hard-
ware. 'I'll(- Alothwr Venus 67 stih iodides were fabrk-med
ill a significantly improved tinned oven. The oven was
developed shortl y ht-fort- progr;tri initi;ttion by )I'I, ill
advance development effort to investigate improved solar
panel fahric:ttiori Wt'lirii ► Iie
F. Solar Array Temperature Monitoring
Four- teitl ►eratire transdicers are used to aid ill
evalimioi of the spa(x performaire of the Mariner
Veils (37 solar ar ray. The temperature transditccr selected
for ise oil 	 Alarim r Willis 67 solar arra y was a small
j ^	 l^r^►
Fig. 9. Submodule tunnel oven
Fig. 10. Cell emplacement in the solder boat
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Fig. 12. Assembling the submodule solder boot
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iig. 1 1. Assembled cells and N contact bus bar in a
submodule boat
resistive eleruettt encawd in .. thin electric;diy in+ulating
rnylur jacket — ? -aril, thick fhe !rat thiecr v%hibits it
mlatively line-ar re%kimrce %% wmperatore surge from phis
to minus 3110 F.
The trattscluo •ers were prm-tired and sc •reem-d by !P'i.
.oul --applied to the • solar arra% n ►w ► ufac • tur •r, Thn •e tram-
diwcrs are act(rall% bonded to each Panel: ono • is ill the
­nter of the pacel, one is under the• short -vircuit cnrrent-
open (-irenit voltage 0. -V„) tr:ursducers. awl the third
is ou the slur of the• streteture close to it zener dioKle
(Figs. 3 mid 6). Iii flight, only a total of four temperature
transducers are o ► onitorud: the central ►► nit on panels
4A I ;rnd 4A5, and the 1„-V,,,. transducer and slur omits
on p;uul 4A5.
'I lure are • two other temperature depeudcrrt outputs on
a Marincr .e ► I;er array which can be used ill e •valt;ating the
thermal etfoilibritim characteristics (if the arra y : the opcn-
circuit voltage ( yell o! the 1„-V, transduwer, and the•
operating points of the solar arra y when the an:r y is not
limited b% the rener diode shunts. These outputs, when
c•omparcd to the preflight calibrated Vox- cell ;rod vohage-
current t •harrcterktics of the array, help to giNc ;r relative
settir:g to the spare ;array temperature.
G. I.. -V, Transducer
The 1., -V,,, transducer's purpose is to aid ill c"ad-
ei,rtiot ► of array perforrrmance. I'll(- transducer is made up
of three I X ? c •tn Marincr '67 solar cell assemblies. Two
of the assemblies were instruon•nted to nwidtor their
short-6reuit current outputs, the remaining cell was
instru ►nentecl to monitor its open-circuit voltage (V_ (yell).
One of the two short-circuit current cells used ill
U •ans.lucer was bon ►barded with I MeV electrons to
— 10' :' electron cm = total flux levei before assembly (I.,,
cell). This radiation close degrad'-d the short-circuit cur-
rent output of the t,11 — 50T, making it relatively insensi-
tive to fiutlur ra hidion degradation. It then serves as a
good space radiation damage indicator., when compared
to the per i, rrnance of the short -circ •nit current cell not
subjected to preflight r;uliation damage.
The I.,-V,,, transducer assembly was fabricated by JI'L
;rod supplied to the array nuunofacturer. The transducer
was hwai( •d at the spiwecraft bus end and near to the
center of the panel. Preflight calibration of the I.,.-V,,,.
transduwer (•ells requir(-(] intensit y and temperature Cali-
Imition cinder DO)' tungsten illumination and sunligh'c
at the JVL Table Mountain test facility. I'he cells were
standardized on a JPI, balloon flight. The cells are flown
at 80,(W ft .rnc] the onntprnt of the cells ill sunlight is
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telcmetered to earth. These cells are later recovered and
incorporated into the I ll„-Vgc transducer,
H.Solar Array Assembly
Solar cells, substrates, rener diodes, and transducers
procured and screened by JPL were supplied to the con-
tractor for assembly into solar panels, One TA and six
flight panels Nvere .fabricated and tested for this program.
An elaborate quality control and manufacturing process
control system was established which required frequent
in-process inspection by both contractor QA and JPL
resident inspectors.
The submodules vrxe bonded to the front surface of
the panel with a silicon adhesive, and interconnected in
three sections as previously indicated. The 3 electrical
sections per panel represent a total of 1,470 solar cells
per section, 4,410 cells per panel, and 17,646 yells for a
Asarinc , Venus 67 vehicle.
Bondable Teflon wire (22 AWC gauge) was used to
connect the solar cell sections to the panel connector,
The harness was routed along bath inboard edges of the
substrate spars and supported wit; Teflon cable clamps.
All feed througr. holes for connections of the harness to
the submodules Y .re at the bus end of the panel. Con-
necting wires were branched from the main bundle,
attached to the spars across the panel, and passed through
these holes. The wire was protected by a teflon grommet.
To minimize the requirement for feedthrough holes
in the panel and to reduce mechanical stress associated
with the attachment of the harness cable directly to the
submodules, a conformal coated printed circuit board
concept was d^veloped. The circuit boards provided all
the intersubrnodule redundant wiring required and were
bonded to the front surface of the substrate.
I. Environmental Qualification Testing
Qualification of a Mariner Mars 1964 solar array re-
quired successful completion of a TA test program; this
included vibration, thermal vacuum, acoustic noise, and
humidity. All solar panels to be designated as flight hard-
ware had to successfully complete a vibration and thermal
vacuum FA test program. Evaluation of tie effects of the
test on a solar panel was accomplished by a comparison
of the normalized electrical performance characteristics
made in sunlight before and after each test at the JPL
Table Mountain test facility and by each  microscopic
inspection of all the -panel assemblies and solder con-
nections.
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The TA solar panel successfully passed the vibration
and acoustic tests; however, during the thermal vacuum
test, which was conducted in the JPL 10-ft space simu-
lator, a loss of electrical power to the solar simulator
occurred. At this time the panel had been subjected to
thermal shooks simulating midcourse maneuver at two
sun—spacecraft distances less tan L -f- 30 days and was
exposed to a 60-h soak at 285°F. Light source Mower
failure occurred after 48 h of high-temperature soak, This
failure caused a severe thermal shock to the panel. After
removal from the chamber, an electrical and mechanical
inspection of the panel revealed that 16% of the solar cells
showed P-cont,%a delamination and that the electrical
power output capability of this panel had decreased
,-27%.
An extensive testing program was conducted to provide
additional inforination to evaluate the mechanism and
mode of failure, Twelve 1-ft2
 sample solar panels were
fabricated and tested under varying thermal shock and
thermal soak conditions, The resulting data strongly indi-
cated that the TA panel would have successfully survived
the thermal vacuum tests with probably no broken cell
contact if the power to the solar simulator had not failed,
A thermal shock of the type to which the TA panel was
exposed would not normally occur in flight. Subsequent
real-time life tests of two 1-ft=
 solar panels in a thermal
vacuum environment profiled to look like the anticipated
Mariner Venus 67 mission to E -i- 30 days showed no
failures or design inadequacies.
It was anticipated that all flight solar panels would be
FA vibration qualified as individual subassemblies before
delivery to SAF and spacecraft FA testing. During the
FA testing program it was quite difficult to test individual
solar panels by vibration with confidence. The panels,
when on the spacecraft, are tip latched; therefore, one
supports and acts on the other during vibration. It was
found that there could be significant variation in the
response from panel to panel and that there was constant
concern for ove r testing. Midway through the FA vibra-
tion test program, it was decided to forego individual
panel vibration qualification and to use the spacecraft
vibration test to certify the mechanical integrity of each
panel. No difficulties or abnormalities were encountered
in using this process for the remainder of the program.
J. Predicted Array Thermal Characteristics
The design of Mariner Venus 67 is very similar in con-
struction and material to that of Mariner Mars 1964.
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Therefore, the preflight temperature data and analysis of
Mariner Mars 1964 would, in most cases, be directly
applicable to Mariner Venus 67, Because of the spacing
between the inboard edge of the substrata and the space-
craft bus, the lengthwise temperature gradient due to bus-
substrate interaction would be negligible. Presented in
Figs, 13-16 arc the predicted flight temperature condi-
tions of the array, including the anticipated temperature
rise expected to be experienced by the array during en-
counter due to Venus albedo and the transient conditions
predicted for the array during a worst-case type of mid-
course maneuver. Mariner Mars 1964 flight data generally
supported the fact that the temperature of this array could
be nominally described as resulting from a thermal anal-
ysis for a simple flat plate, where the area of the front
surface of the panel effectively equals the area of the rear
as shown in the following equation;
_	 Ha --P	 ''1
aT ^(Ec + El`)
where
T = temperature in OK
H - normal solar into nsity
P = solar energy converted to electrical energy
a = Boltzmann's constant
a hemispherical absorptivity of the front of the
panel
Er = hemispherical emissivity of the front of the panel
E,, = hemispherical emissivity of the rear of the panel
Based on Mariner Mars 1964 experience, a is assumed
to be 0.83 E f = 0.79, and E, = 0.90.
K. Electrical Performance Testing
All electrical performance tests of Mariner Venus 67
solar panels were conducted at the ,JPL Table Mountain
Test Site located 7,001', ft above sea level, near 'G nght-
wood, California. Tki, panels were oriented normal to
sunlight and the current-voltage characteristic of each
of the electrical sections was measured in the ambient
temperature-Humidity environment. The relative kpace
intensity of the sunlight at the time of testing was moni-
tored by a balloon flight-standardized calibrated solar
cell, which had similar` spectral response characteristics
to the solar cells on the panel. The Zemperature of the
panels was determined from the open-circuit voltage out-
put normalized to some nominal intensity and compared
to calibration curves relating voltage and temperature.
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Fig. 13. Predicted solar panel temperature during
Venus mission
Fig. 14. Predicted Mariner Venus 67 solar panel
temperature vs solar intensity
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Fig. 16. Midcourse maneuver temperature history for
Mariner Venus 67
The equation used to reduce solar panel data to space
conditions is shown in Fig. 17. A summary of the elec-
trical performance of the six Mariner Venus 67 flight
panels is presented in Table 2. The data does indicate
Table 2. Mariner Venus 67 solar panel"
Panel
position on
flight
spacecraft
Panel
section
Power:
maximum
power,
point-W
Voltage:
maximum
power,
point-V
Short
circuit
current,
A
Open
circuit
voltage,
V
003 A 32,59 43,74 0,833 56.73
(spare) B 33.31 45.26 0.832 56.73
C 33,42 43,88 0.849 56.64
004 A 34.00 44.84 0,857 56,69
(spare) 8 33,80 44.51 0.851 56.69
C 33.56 44.96 0,847 56,68
005 A 34.02 44,73 0.844 56.69
(05) 8 33.90 45.03 0,848 56,69
C. 34.01 45.42 0.850 56,69
006 A 33,55 44,16 0,841 56,67
(4A7) B 33,67 44.84 0.843 56.69
C 34.00 44.42 0,848 56.69
007 A 34.09 44.56 0.852 56,69
(01) B 34.17 45.29 0,854 56,69
C 34.05 44,93 0,854 56.67
008 A 34,04 45.22 0.845 56.69
(03) B 34,12 45.73 0,849 56.69
C 34,16 44.42 0.850 56.69
"Data reduced to 135 mW/cm = and 58'C.
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4
('2i2 l I +Isc	 ' -1	 + a(T2 - T i )
1	 1
Wheret
II Reference current coordinate
V2 = VI - 0 N  - TI) -6IscRs - K(T 2 - T i )12
1
Vi Reference voltage coordinate
(L Isc Short circuit current of the reference data
DI = Alst = Iscl l ^i - 1) +n(TZ - Ti) i12 Extrapolated current coordinate
V2 Extrapolated voltage coordinate
P2 _ I2V2 L Reference incident solar intensity
Where;	 dl L2 Equivalent solar intensity to be investigated
dT I intensity constant T) Reference cell temperature
dV T2 Cell temperature to be investigated!3 ^	 dTc intensity constant
(
Rs Panel effective series resistance
K Series resistance t;nrrection function for
temperature
a Short circuit current temperature coefficient
Q Open circuit voltage temperature coefficient
Fig. 17.	 General equations used in determining the
intensity-voltage characteristics of a Mariner Venus 67
solar panel
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Fig. 18. Absolute space power capability contingencies prediction capability for a panel in space at some
heliocentric distance based on Table Mountain predictions
that the panels, particularly tho four: flight panels, are
relatively uniform. The uncertainties in predicting the
performance characteristics 6.f a solar panel in space
based on Table Mountain measurements is assumed to
be 8%. The causes of this uncertainty are displayed graph-
ically in Fig. 18 and are primarily associated with mea-
suring and predicting solar panel temperature.
L. Electrical Performance Characteristics
The predicted preflight electrical characteristics of the
array are shown in Figs. 19-21. Incident solar intensity
at the time of launch was calculated to be 135 W/cm 2 and
the resulting temperature, based on Mariner Mars 1964
data, 5WC. From preflight measurements, ff was dEtor-
mined that an undegraded Mariner Venus 67 solar array
should have a power-temperature correction factor of
,0.32%/°C. Curves of an undegraded Mariner Venus 67
array showing maximum power output and voltage at
maximum power as a function of heliocentric distance
are presented in Figs. 19-21. Because of the zener-diode
limiting during the early stages of the flight, the output
voltage of the array will probably be determined by the
zener diodes (Fig. 21). Assuming nominal performance
and a cruise spacecraft load of 200 W, it is anticipated
that the zeners will determine the voltage output until
a panel temperature of —80°C (1760F) is reached. Prior
to this; the pane; output voltage should vary only slightly.
After this period, larger variations should be expected.
Prior to launch, as last electrical check of the solar array
was made at the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR).
A raw data curve of the solar panels obtained from these
measurements is shown in Fig. 22. The data was then
normalized to space sunlight conditions, and the output
capability was compared to reduced data of the solar
panels when last measured at Table Mountain. This data;
is presented in Fig. 23 and shows agreement to within 2%.
Considering the AFETR test conditions and limitations
of resolving data, the results were considered to support
the conclusion that the panels appeared undamaged or,
undegraded and ready for flight.
M. Solar Panel Flight Operation
After the successful launch and separation of the
Mariner Venus 67 spacecraft, early telemetry data of the
solar panel characteristics indicated that the array was
performing well. Two deviations from predicted data
were noted, however. First, the solar panel substrate tem-
perature after L -i- 5 days was approximately 7°C cooler
than had been estimated. Second, the outputs of the I.,
and I.. cells were approximately 3% higher than expected.
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intensity; for array characterisfics the power is multi-
plied by 12
While this data was felt to be within the limits of predic-
tion capability and the resolution of the telemetry system,
a detailed study was initiated to reevaluate the preflight
panel analysis.
The study of the 7°C temperature differential revealed
that the original temperature predictions, based on an
assumed power usage from the array, were somewhat
0	 2	 4	 6	 R
AMPERES
Fig. 22. Raw data curve for Mariner Venus 67 solar
panels: solar panel intensity-voltage curve
lower than actually experienced. The spacecraft power
requirements were well known from system tes data.
However, the operating point of the zener diodes, and
consequently the power which they dissipated, was higher
than had been predicted. During the near- earth portion
of the flight, the operating voltage of the zener shunts
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allowed them to dissipate nearly all of the solar array
power not being used by the spacecraft. Because of the
poor thermal path between the panel spars on which the
diodes are mounted and the panel substrate, the power
dissipated by the diodes did not contribute significantly
to the substrate temperature. It was determined that the
additional power drawn from the panels, coupled with
the lack of substrate reheating by the zener diodes ac-
counted for the 7 11C temperature differential noted. The
substrate temperature prediction was recalculated by
taking the above factors into account; the data followed
the new prediction closely for the remainder of the flight
(Fig. 24). The actual spar temperature was plotted by
using measured space simuiator values for the predicted
spar temperature with and without zener diode dissipa-
tion (Fig. 25),
Fig. 25. Solar panel spar-zener temperature vs mission
time
Preliminary analysis of the Is e Iscr anomaly indicated
that a calibration problem existed. A review of the original
calibration curves and the transfer to the telemetry cali-
bration did not reveal any discrepancies, It is theorized
that the difference between the calibration resistors used
on the balloon flight and those used on the Mariner V
were the cause of the 3% higher than expected value.
Further studies have failed to resolve this anomaly.
The telemetry outputs of the I w V,, 4 transducer showed
a continuous and significant degradation during the flight
(see Figs. 26-28), but the solar panel performance ap-
peared to be nominal. The ability to resolve degradation
to the array is restricted, however, due to the zener diode
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degradation on unprotected portions of the cells. Past
studies performed at JPL have indicated that both the
short-circuit currant and open-circuit voltage of cells can
degrade as a function of time at elevated temperature.
The results of these studies did not indicate that degrada-
tion of this magnitude should be expected, however,
On the basis of the transducer data, it must be
concluded that the array had degraded by the end of
mission by perhaps as much as 17%. Strict interpretation
of the transducer data taken on face value indicates that
approximately 10'% of this degradation may be due to
particle radiation, the remainder being accounted for by
the other space environments, primarily heat and ultra-
violet. Other interpretations of this data are possible,
including load resistance changes on the transducers, low
energy proton degradation on the unprotected portions
of the cells, and different rates of heat degradation for
irradiated and nonirradiated cells,
IV. Conditioning Equipment Modification and Test
The basis for the Mariner Venus 67 PCE was the
Mariner Mars 1964 equipment. Spare Mariner Mars 1964
hardware was modified to perform the Maritwr Venus 67
mission. To appreciate the design changes required, the
Mariner Mars 1964 PCE configuration will be described,
and compared with the Mariner Venus 67.
A. Mariner Mars 1964 Configuration
The Mariner Mars 1964 PCE block diagram is shown
in Fig. 29. It is physically and functionally divided into
two cases, Case VIII, the power regulator assembly (also
called 4AS), and Case I, the power conditioning assembly.
Case VIII is one large integral module; Case I consists
of a frame and seven individual modules with an inter-
connecting harness.
The Mariner Mars 1964 Case VIII can be functionally
divided into the power switch and logic (PS&L), two elec-
trically identical booster regulators (B/R), a booster reg-
ulator failure sensing circuit, and battery charger control
relays. The PS&L includes the following: (1)" solar panel
and battery logic diodes, (2) current and voltage telem-
etry monitors, and (3) a motor-driven switch which trans-
fers the battery power input from a ground support power
supply to thespacecraft battery. The booster regulators
are identical; input power to the regulators is provided
by the solar panels and/or battery in a range of 25 to
50 Vdc. The output power (a regulated 52 Vdc) supplies
the inverters at loads of 27 to_ 150 W. The B/R provides
power for cruise and encounter loads while the maneuver
limiting of the array voltage early in the .flight, and oper-
ation well down on the IN curve close to open circuit
voltage later in the mission.
The rate of degradation noted in the I s e—lw,. cells did
not appear to be a function of the spacecraft heliocentric
distance, nor was it the type of degradation associated
with radiation damage by solar flares. A significant high-
energy proton flux was not detected by the spacecraft
instrumentation, Other possible sources of degradation
are heat, ultraviolet radiation, and low-energy proton
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I3,^ ; R provides power to the maneuver loads. The maneu-
ver B/Ii. is also used to provide standby redundancy for
the main B/R, and must, therefore, be capable of pro-
vidiilg power to both the maneuver and main loads.
1. Cass I power distribution module (4A1.1). This
module accepts signals from the command decoder and
central computer and sequencer (CC&S), and performs
power switching as directed. The module uses magnetic
latching relays.
2. Case I power synchronizer (4M2). The power syn-
chronizer receives 38.4 kHz frequency reference signal
from the CC&S. Internal countdown stages provide two
2,4 kI°Iz output signals (used by the 2.4 kHz power in-
verters) and one 3-phase, 400-Hz output signal (used by
the 400 Hz, 3-phase inverters). If the 38.4 kHz signal
from the CC&S doubles in frequency or disappears, the
power synchronizer will operate on its own 38.4 kHz
oscillator at a reduced accuracy of 21
3. Case I battery charger (4A13). The battery charger
performs two separate functions: battery charging and
share protection. It can perform only one function at a
time. Battery charging is accomplished basically by the
constant potential method, Its current output is limited,
however, as charging occurs in two modes; constant: cur-
rent and constant voltage. The share protection function
is performed by a circuit called the booster (not the
booster regulator). A sharing condition can occur when
a transient causes the primary system voltage to equal
the battery voltage, The solar panels and battery both
provide current to the load (share). This condition is un-
necessary if the panel power capability is equal to or
slightly greater than the load required, but at some volt-
age higher than the battery voltage. Two conditions must
be met before the booster can attempt to correct the con-
dition. The first condition is that A he enabled (the
charger is off), and the second condition is that the share
sensor has detected a share condition from the primary
system voltage (it is inhibited from detecting this con-
dition if the spacecraft gyros are on) The booster then
raises the primary system voltage to a point where the
panels should supply all of the power. If the panel can
handle the entire load, the boost circuit, after removing
the share condition, will turn off automatically. If the
panels cannot handle the load (power required is greater
than the capability), the booster will continue to attempt
to correct the share condition until commanded off from
the ground.
4. Case I main 2.4 klXz inverter (4AI5). This inverter
is powered from the Case VIII main B/R regulated 52-V
line. Its 2.4 kHz 50-V rms square wave is the source of
the spacecraft main power. It is synchronized by the
power synchronizer but is capable of free running. Its
minimum efficiency at a 105-W load is 86%,
S. Case I maneuver 2.4 kliz inverter NAM. This in-
verter is identical to the main 2.4 kHz inverter. Its input
power is obtained from the maneuver B/R, 52-V line,
The inverter powers the attitude control subsystem's ma-
neuver electronics.
6. Case 1444-Hz single phase inverter (4A17). This
inverter is powered from the main regulated 52-V line,
and provides 400-1-Iz square wave to the scan platform
motor and the tape recorder ;motor, It is synchronized
from the power synchronizer. (This unit is not used on
Mariner Venus 67.)
7. Case 1400-Hz three phase inverter (4A18). This
inverter is a driven amplifier with signal inputs from the
power synchronizer and power from the maneuver 52-V
line. Its quasisquare wave output runs the gyro motors.
B. Changes From Mariner Mars 1%4 PCE Due to
Changed Power Requirements
Table 3 provides a comparison between the inputs
and outputs of the Mariner Mars 1964 and the Manner
Venus 67 power subsystem. The significant changes are
Table 3. Power conditioning inputs and outputs
Inputs/outputs MarinerMors 1964
Mariner
Venus 67
Number of diode isolated solar 16 16
panel sections
Battery charger output voltage, V 34.6 34.6
Primary system voltage, V 25-0 25-50
Main 2.4 kHz output voltage, V rms 50 50
Main 2.4 kHz output powor, W 50-80 50-105
Maneuver 2.4 kHz output voltage, 50 50
V rms
Maneuver 2.4 kHz output power, W 5-33 5-33
400-Hz single phase inverter output
voltage (No. 1), V 32.6 Not required
(No. 2), V 28,0 Not required
400-Hz three phase inverter voltage, 37 27
line-to-line, V rms
400-Hz three phase inverter power 10 10
total, W
Magnetometer heater power, W Not required 3
Synchronizing signal from CUS, kHzl 38.4	 1 38.4
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as follows; (1) The main 2.4 kHz inverier (4.A15) inaaxi-
muin output power has increased from 80 to 105 W.
(2) No 400-11z single phase power is required for Mariner
Venus 67. (3) Raw power is required to keep the magne-
tonj xwter warm,
The first requirement had the inost Impact on the mod-
ification of the Mariner Mars 1964 PCE. To maintain the
50-V output within a 2% lower tolerance, as new power
transformer had to be installed in the main 2A kHz in-
verter. This transformer is bonded to the chassis and is
almost impossible to remove without damaging the unit.
'I`herefore, new main 2.4 kHz inverters were fabricated.
The increased loads on 4A15 also required changes to
the power regulator (4A8), If the main B/R failed, these
loads would be automatically applied to the maneuver
B/R by the failure sense circuitry, These loads, in addi-
tion, to the maneuver loads, would be Treater than the
150-W maximum load for the B/E, as indicated in
Table; 4.
Table 4. B/R power loads
Unit
Maximum
output
power, W
Efficiency, % Inputpower, W
4A 15 105 86 122
016 33 80 41.3
4A18 10 78 12.8
4A8lelemetry NA NA 3.6
monitor oscillator
Total max power required from maneuver B/R	 179.7W
This power, 1793 W, is 20% above the 150 W maximum
for the B/Rs. '17he first approach considered to correct
this problem was to increase the capabilities of the B/Rs.
Unfortunately, the power transistors used were already
being operated at the maximum desirable collector cur-
rent for safe operation, and new magnetic components
would have to be uic,, talled to increase 13/11 output power.
The alternate was the addition of a circuit that would
automatically remove part of the 4A15 load (the science
loads) if the overload condition should occur. The condi-
tions for an overload are: (1) main B/R fails, (2) maneuver
loads are required, and (3) science loads are on.
Actual test and analysis showed that if the B/R input
voltage is higli (over 40 V) and maneuver loads are on
only for spacecraft stability, as opposed to an aotuaal
maneuver, the load is reduced to a more acceptable 155-
22
to 100-W range. Under these conditions, the science loads
could be left can, Therefore, the science iaahzb:: can be
overriden by ground cominand (IBC-V25).
Because 400-Hz single 	 Bowser was not required,
this inverter wE e removed awl it dummy module pelt in
its place for structural stability in Caasej 1,
A separately fused 0.2-A line was added to the com-
munications converter power output to provide raw power
to the magnetoineter,
C. Command Logic Changes From Mariner
Mars 1964 PCE
Except for the maneuver loads ggnaal, all external com-
mand signals to the PCE are sent to the power distri-
bution assembly (4A1I). Circuitry inside this assembly
controls magnetic latching relays to provide the correct
response. The changes in command and response logic
are shown in Table 5. These changes required significant
modification to the power distribution module.
D. Battery Voltage Telemetry Circuit
Flight telemetry from the .,Mariner Mars 19664 indicated
that the spacecraft battery continued to be charged after
the flight battery charger was turned off. A current of
1.3 to 2.5 mA was flowing into the battery from the bat-
tery voltage telemetry monitor. For Mariner Venus 67, an
amplifier with high input impet3ance and unity gain was
added to correct the problem.
E. Mariner Venus 67 PCE Configuration
The Mariner Mars 1064 PCE, along with the above
modifications, formed ';:1e basic configuration of the
Mariner Venus 67 PCE. The overall power subsystem
configuration is shown in Fig. 30.
F. Detail Design Changes to the Mariner Mars 1964 PCE
The changes required to modify the Mariner Mars 1964
to the Mariner Venus 67 PCE were as follows;. (1) the
power regulator (4A8) required the addition of several
small circuits, (2) the power distribution assembly (4A11)
required extensive rework of the logic, (3) the battery
charger (4A13) required the addition of a sense lead to
determine if it was on or off for the DCV-28 command
toggling, (4) the main 2.4 kHz inverters (4A15) for Mariner
Mars 1964 were c;, ed for spares for the Mariner Venus 67
maneuver 2.4 kHz inverters (4A16) and new modules
were fabricated for the main inverter, (5) the maneuver
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-423
Table 5. Commands and controls
Mariner Mars 1964 commands and controls Mariner Venus 67 commands and controls
Command Required action by power system Equivalentcommand Required action by power system
Connect planet science to primary 2.4 kHz
Connect cruise science to primary 2,4 kHz Connect science to primary 2.4 kit-I	 CC&5 1, CC&S
MT-7 Turn an 400-Hz single phase supply MT.7 Connect topo machine to primary 2.4 kHz
Connect tope machine to primary 2.4 kHz Turn off buttery charger
Turn off battery charger
;2. C/DI 2. C/ly
C/1)
Same as 1, above plus
Same as 1, above Will allow operation of science and maneuver attitude
control if main booster regulator fails
Disconnect planet science 2.4 kHz3, CC &S 3. Not
MT4 Disconnect redundant cruise science 2.4 kHz required
Turn off 400 .Hs single phase su pply
Some as 3, above
Same as 3, srobove Disconnect main science 2.4 kHz
4. C/D Some as 3, above 4, C/D Turnoff battery chargerDC•V26
Disconnect main cruise science 2,4 kHz
DC-Y26 Rescind DC•V23 overrule (see rddillonal action in
2, above)Turn off battery charger
S. Spacecraft Connect cruise science to primary 2.4 kHz S. Spacecraft Connect cruise science to primary 2.4 kHz
separation Provide rf power up signal by opening normally-closed separation
connector relay contact (irreversible In flight) connector Provide rf power up signal
6,C/D Connect cruise science to p rimar'Y 6. C/D Connect science to primary 2,4 kHzDC-Y2 DC-Y2 Connect alternate science to primary 2.4 kHz
Turn on battery charger, cur
7. C/D Turn on battery charger 7. C/O Turn off battery chwger, depending on last stale of
RC•Y28 Turn off tape electronics DC-V28 charger
Turn off tripe electronics
8	 Data 8. Notencoder Disconnect cruise science from primary 2.4 kHz
data mode 4 required
2.4 kHz inverter (4A16) was modified very slightly so that
no power could be applied to it if accidently used as a
main inverter, and (6) the 400-Hz single phase inverter
(4A17) was removed,
G. Design Changes Required Because of Mariner
Venus 67 Systems Testing
Two difficulties were observed in the Mariner Venus 67
PCE during the spacecraft testing, The first was found
during radio-frequency interference (RFI) testing for the
dual frequency receiver (DFR) subsystem. The DFR
experiment uses two sensitive receivers at 50 MHz and
420 MHz, The booster regulators generated considerable
noise at 50 MHz, which degraded the signal to noise ratio
of the DFR at that frequency. Booster regulator design
changes reduced the noise to an acceptable level. The
second difficulty had to do with the toggling operation of
the battery charger. When the battery charger turned on
in the boost enable mode, it would switch itself to the
charge mode rather than boost as desired. A design
change to 4A11 was required to eliminate this difficulty.
1. Difficulty with 4A8 50-MHz radio frequency inter.
f erence. It is not immediately obvious that the 4A8 B/Rs
were capable of generating 50-MHz noise. Although the
B/R is a switched mode regulator, the power transistors
are slow devices and the diode. had slow reverse recovery
characteristics. An investigation showed that these slow
diodes did generate 50-MHz noise. The diodes during
turnoff would conduct in the reverse direction for 2 to
3 ps and then turn off in about 0.1 µs. When these diodes
were replaced with fast recovery diodes, there was little
reverse conduction and hence no sudden changes in cur-
rent as shown in Fig. 31. Much less RFI was generated,
and Booster Regulator efficiency was improved slightly.
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(o) SLAW CHARACTERISTICS
The xcsistors, A77 and 78, should be large enough to
turn on Q30 and bleed the charge off of C13, but not so
large as to transfer the relay in the process. Therefore, the
resistors were changed from 56,2K to 332K each,
0
-2
a3
0
,;2
(b) FAST CHARACTERISTICS
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 )0
TIME, µs
Fig. 31. Diode reverse recovery characteristics
2. Battery charger false switching. This difficulty was
due to the signal to the power distributlon assembly
(4A11) that indicates the battery charger is on. When the
battery charger is in boost mode, the signal is present;
but, the latching relay is in the boost enable position. The
signal should have prevented the relay from operating
and going into charge; instead it changed the relay state.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 32.
H. Environmental testing
There were two spare flight qualified s, .s of PC E from
Mariner Mars 1964 to be modified for the Mariner
Venus 67 mission. Thera was also the Mariner Mar: 1964
type approval set which had completed 8300 hr of life
tests,° its well as the Mariner Mars 1964 VA and the coin-
plete yet of TA tests, The TA equipment required special
rework to repair the 4A8 and 4A18 that had failed during
the Mariner Mars 1964 life test,
The rework and modification of the three PCE sets was
accomplished at the contractor's facility. Each module
was given a thorough bench test before modification,
after modification, and after complete conformal coat-
ing of the rework areas. Then, the modules of Case I
were assembled and connected to the flight case harness.
The assembled Case Is and the Case VIIIs (4A8) were
subjected to an FA vibration test (1 min of 9.7 g rms
random noise, 30-2000 H) in three planes. Then, an FA
vacuum temperature test was performed on each assem-
bly. This consi sted of operating in a vacuum for 2 h at
0°C and 40 h at 55°C. After successful completion of the
FA tests, the units were delivered to JPL. The flight units
4A1 130V POWER
CHARGER ON
SIGNAL FROM 4A10
(0 OR 30-45 V) R55
R77 R5449,9 ka 49.9 kaRESISTORS
CHANGEDR50	 5	 R52
10.0 kR	 10.0 kn
W
C4	 R78
12µF C13 C14
TOGGLE 25µF 25µF
COMMAND R79
INRUT 330 499 kn
;DC-V28)	 R.)	 Q29
28.0 k,D,
RETURN
TO OTHER
TURN OFF
COMMANDS
4A8
SET +	 + RESET
(CHARGER I (BOOST
ON)	 ENABLE)
RELAY K1 IN B/R
(MAGNETIC LATCHING)
Fig. 32. Battery charger switching circuit
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went into spacecraft system level testing and the TA unit
into the type approval test sequence.
The TA test sequence was abbreviated because of the
satisfactory TA tests on the same units for Mariner Mars
1964. The tests performed were; (1) TA vibration, (2) TA
vacuum temperature, (3) TA shock environment, and
(4) TA magnetic environment,
During the 4A8 TA vacuum temperature test, thermo-
couples were attached to the power transistor transducer.
(The flight transducer is close to the power transistors.)
When the temperature control plate attached to the 4AS
was raised to 75°C (1670F), the transistors were 132°C
(2700F); the flight transducer was at 1100C (2300F).
These temperatures are unrealistically high. During flight,
the transducer is expected to be less than 43 0C (1100F).
Therefore, a waiver was granted to allow the TA vacuum
temperature test to be conducted with the flight trans-
ducer at 870C (190°F) and the transistors at 1060C
(2250F). The temperature profile of the test consists of
4 lx at low temperature, —10 0C, and 40 h at high
temperature.
I. Time Scale for Modifications
The following is the timing of the modification of
Mariner Mars 1964 PCE a► ..;1 the verification of the result-
ant Nfariner Venus 67 hardware;;
Modification WV -n performed
January 1966Design and prototype
modification to June 1966
Modification and bench testing June 1966
flight and TA PCE (3 units) to December 1966
Flight acceptance testing October 1966
to December 1966
Type approval testing January 1967
J. PCE Performance During Launch and
Midcourse Maneuver
The PCE on the Marip r V performed faultlessly
through the end of the midcourse maneuver.
The main B/R operated with loads of 70 W during
launch, 100 W with both gyros and science on, and 90 W
in a cruise configuration. Efficiency of this unAt during
cruise was 75.5% (calculated from flight information). The
flight 4AS temperature monitor mounted close to the
main B,/R varied between 30°C (85 °F) and 40°C (10300.
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The maneuver B/R performed well, when used during
the launch phase and mideoutse, Its load varied between
30 and 58.2 W. The 58.2 W was observed for short periods
during the midcourse maneuver, If the main B/R was
assumed to be 78% efficient at 98.3 W, then the maneuver
B/R was 75% efficient, However, a 1% error (telemetry
tolerance) in dual B/R input current would mean a 3%
error in the maneuver B/R efficiency calculation.
The power distribution module (4A11) turned science
on and sent an RF power up signal to the radio subsystem
at separation; except for that, it was not exercised,
As expected, the battery charger dissipated 19 W when
charging, Battery charge current was 50 mA when the
battery was 34.45 V.
The main inverter load was between 51 and 83 W, the
cruise load was 70,5 W, and the efficiency at a 70.5 W"
load was 82%,
The temperature of Case I ranged between 20°C
(680F) and 33°C (920F).
Plats of the PS&L voltage, and the primary currents
from the sources and to the power subsystem are shown
in Fig;. 33 and 34, respectively.
V. Battery Modification and Test
The capacity of the battery is dictated by the system
energy requirements at various critical phases of the
mission. Both the Mariner Mars 1964 and Mariner
Venus 67 capacity requirements for the battery duri
launch and encounter are the same, i.e., 1200 Wh a:­-1-
900 Wh, respectively. Because the system requiremenk"i
are the same as the previous mission and because the
battery performed well during the Mariner Mars 1964
mission, it was decided that basic design changes were not
necessary for the Mariner Venus 67 batteries, other than
minor improvements which would increase reliability
without altering performance characteristics.
A design verification test progI; am was conducted on
battery 26 for the purpose of obtaining data to relate
structural and process changes made in the current pro-
duction models to any changes in battery performance
and reliability, particularly at the thermal limits specified
in the JPL TA specification (MVP-50623-TAT) for the
Mariner Venus 67 batteries.
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The test program was specifically designed to make
apparent anomalies in N.fariner Venus 67 battery per-
formance, due either to these changes or to other latent
factors, and to verify that the batteries could meet the
ampere–hour capacity requirements set forth in the TA
specification. The areas of battery design specifically
Mulder consideration were: (1) the ampere–hour capacity
of a Alariner Venus 67 battery at 32 0F, (2) the ampere–
hour rapacity of a Mariner Venus 67 battery after a 5- to
10-clay stand at 1400F, (3) the effects of float charging at
temperatures up to 1.40°F, and (4) the structural integrity
of the new cell cover at the type approval test level.
The changes in design and processes, described in
detail later in this report, provided the Mariner Venus 67
batteries with improved reliability and lifetime over past
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production models. 1ife tests which were evaluated
showed an increase in reliability for a period of at least
tlw^ length of the proposed Mariner Venus 67 mission-
to-planet encounter. These life tests extended the body of
knowledge concerning the capabilities of the battery when
their data were combined with those provided by the
design verification tests.
A. Design Changes
1. Potting cover, Removing the vent tube hold of the
cell cover eliminates a weak spot in the call seal design
and allows a continuous integral seal around the entire
edge of the cover. Molding the cell container in Cycolac
T-2502 and the cell cover and cell-lead plug in poly-
styrene 11M1-4511 provides a cell structure of high
strength,
2. Negative plate. The PVA binder for the active ma-
terial has been replaced by a Teflon powder binder to
improve the recombination of oxygen on the nega-
tive plate, No changes have been made in the ZnO or
HgO contents; the active material mix provided is now
90% ZnO, 7% HgO, and 3% Teflon powder.
3. Cellophane separator. The contractor inspection
processes and acceptance criteria have been changed to
institute better quality control procedures on the cello-
phane separators. This provides a more uniform and
higher quality material. The new procedure checks con-
ductivity and pore size of the cellophane in addition to
the other tests which were performed.
B. Construction Details
In Table 6. a comparison is made between the details
of the Mariner Mars 1964 and Mariner Venus 67 battery
construction. The only changes which appear in this table
are the replacement of PVA by Teflon in the negative
plate active materials, and the change in weight.
C. Discussion
1. Design and construction. The only significant change
which may be directly related to performance character-
istics was the replacement of PVA by Teflon powder.
The replacement was intended to improve quality con-
trol. The deletion of the vent tube hole from the cell
covers, and the increased quality control on the cello-
pliane separators are more related to reliability, as is the
Teflon powder, than to direct ail:ects on discharge per-
formance and capacity.
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Table 6. Comparison of batteries
Ifern Mariner Mars 1964 Mariner Venn,,:t .67
Weight, lb 33.3 33.6
Number of cells 18 18
Voltage regulation, V 25,8 to 33.48 25.0 to 33.48
Maximum sofa voltage on 35.6 35.6
charging, V
Float charge capability Yes Yes
Minimum capacity 1200 Wh launch 1200 Wh launch
900 Wh encounter 900 Wh encounter
Maximum load current, A 10 10
Maximum charging current, 110 110
flight, A
Maximum charging current, 2.0 2;0
GSE, A
Operating temperature,°F 30 to 140 30 to r40
Storage life of 30-50°F, 1 yr 1 yr
minimum
Charge-discharge cycles, 5 5
minimum
Battery isolation Diode and fuso Diode and fuse
Orientation of cells, spacecraft All upright All upright
in louw;h position
Battery case material Magnesium Magnesium
Cell case material, plastic Cycoloc T-2502 Cycoloc T-2502
Cells per molded unit 3 3
Cells per assembled row 9 9
Capacity loss per month at 2 2
80*F, estimated,
Temperature transducers I Telemetry 1 Telemetry
1 GSE 1 GSE
Positive plates, silver
Number per cell 12 12
Thickness, in. 0,025 0.025
Absorber EM-312 Dynel EM-312 Dynel
Layers of cellophane wrap 6 6
Negative plates, ZnO
Number per cell 13 13
Thickness, in. 0.043 0.043
Retainer Viskon 3005X Viskon 3005X
Negative plate active 90% ZnO, 7% 90% ZnO, 7%
materials HgO, 3% PVA HgO, 3% Teflon
Electrolyte concentration, 45 45
KOH,
Total plate area, in.' 185 185
The average weight for Mariner Mars 1964 batteries,
serial numbers 10 through 25 was 33.30 lb. The average
weight for Mariner Venus 67 batteries, serial numbers 26
through 33 was 33.53 lb. This is an average weight in-
crease of 0.231b/unit. The increase was brought about by
a change in the assembly procedure during the battery
manufacture.
The two battery row assemblies are placed into the
magnesium case and then, completely surrounded by
pohIng compound. During Mariner Mars 1964 battery
fabrication, voids sometimes occurred within the com-
pound and in various areas within the case. An improved
potting procedure on the Mariner Venus 67 batteries has
virtually eliminated the existence of the voids, but has
resulted in a greater amount of potting compound within
the case. !'his resulted in increased battery weight over
that of the Mariner Mars 1964 production models, and
increased the mechanical strength of the assembly. This,
combined with the aforementioned improvements, should
enhance the reliability of the unit.
2, Test program. The test program pexfo;,ined on bat-
tery no. 26 provided a basis of evaluation of battery per-
formance with respect to both the theoretical worst-case
environments on the Mariner Venus 67 mission and the
effects of certain design changes in the current production
series of model 257 batteries, The test program is briefly
represented by the flow diagram in Fig, 35.
The discharge of the battery at a 32 0F thermal environ-
ment also indicated that a large thermal mass, maintaining
a constant external temperature, can mask the actual bat-
tery capacity. This occurs when an individual cell voltage
limitation, rather than a terminal voltage limitation, is
used to determine discharge capacity. The cutoff voltage
used was 1.43 V, terminating discharge when any cell
reached this value, Figure 36, a graph of the individual
cell voltages just prior to discharge termination, shows
that the cells at each end of the row assemblies are the
lowest in voltage with cell voltage increasing toward the
center of the rows. The environmental chamber had suffi-
cient thermal mass and cooling capacity to maintain the
32°F thermal environment against the heating effects of
the battery during discharge. Because of this situation,
the cells on the ends of the row assemblies were cooler
than those in the center and experienced a more rapid loss
of internal heat to the environment. Cell 18 was the first
to reach 1.43 V, and did so after 25 A—h capacity had been
removed from the battery. This is 39% beyond the require-
ment of the 'LA specification at 32°F, However, if a bat-
tery terminal voltage of 25.8 V were used as the cutoff, an
average of 1.43 V/cell, the capacity would have been
considerably higher.
The next phase of the testing required a 12-day stand
at 140°F in a fully charged condition, discharging the
battery after 5 to 1.0 days at that temperature until any
cell reached 1.43 V. The battery was discharged at a
10-A rate after 6 days at 140°F. The battery capacity was
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Fig. 36. Cell voltages at 32°F ambient temperature,
5-A load cutoff point, and 26.29-V terminal voltage
48.30 A—h, 101% beyond the 24 A—h requirement specified
in the TA, After this discharge, the battery was charged
by a flight-type charger for the duration of the 12-day
period.
At that time, data indicated that cells 1, 10, and 15 were
considerably lower than the remainder of the battery cells.
The charger current was zero, however, indicating that the
battery was fully charged. If this were true, then these
cells were malfunctioning and possibly shorted. Open-
circuit voltage readings were taken continuously just prior
to the final capacity discharge at room temperature. Since
the lowest cell had not dropped below 1.593 V, it was
concluded that these cells were not shorted but that they
probably had not reached full capacity in the amount of
time that the battery was on the flight charger.
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The battery was then discharged at room temperature
at a 10-A rate with cell 15 reaching 1.43 V first. The
capacity under these conditions was 26.30 A—li required
by the TA specification.
After the discharge, cells 1, 10, and 15 were lower than
the others with cell 15 being the limiting cell. The battery
was then recharged at a terminal cutoff voltage of 35.2 V.
The capacity returned indicated that the battery was not
fully charged prior to the final discharge. The open-
circuit voltage readings taken after the recharge showed
all cells to be at or above 1.859 V. Even with the battery
in a condition of partial charge, the capacity was more
than gnat required in the TA specification. The final open-
circuit voltages taken indicate that the low cells (1, 10, and
15) were in good condition and not malfunctioning. Later
investigation showed that the flight charger current was
still at 28 mA at the end of the 12-day period. The current
readout channel on the input scanner had malfunctioned
and was the cause of the zero current reading at that time.
3. Flight acceptance requirements. As one requirement
of FA testing for the Mariner Mars 1964 batteries, one full
capacity discharge at room temperature was performed
on all batteries, at a 10-A rate to a 25.8 V terminal voltage.
The average capacity for the batteries, serial no. 10
through 25, was 55.0 A-h. This was performed as the first
cycle on the batteries. Battery 26, Mariner Venus 67, was
discharged at room temperature, 10-A rate to 25.8 V, and
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had a capacity of 53.0 A-eh. This value is over 96% of that
obtained from the Mariner Mars 1964 data, but was the
fourth cycle on battery 26. It had previously undergone
full capacity discharges at 32 0F, 1400F, and at room tem-
perature; batteries 10 through 25 had been discharged
only once at room temperature,
D. Manufacturing and Test Results
The data obtained clearly indicates that the Alarbier
Venus 67 batteries are at least equal, if not better, in per-,
formance to the, Mariner Mars 1961 batteries; batteries
6, 7, and 6 were discharged after vibration at 32 1F, re-
charged, and discharged again at 140°F. Comparative
data for discharges on these and Mariner Venus 67 bat-
teries 26-29 .for the design verification and TA units, are
shown in Table 7.
The battery case and cell containers maintained ^,truc-
tural integrity at all times, No cracking or eltictrolyte
j leakage were observed at any time, during, or after the
test program. The battery performance under all thermal
conditions surpassed the requirements of the TA speci-
fication. The final charge input and open-circuit voltages
indicated that the battery was not adversely affected by
either the temperature extremes or the float charging at
the tipper thermal limit.
The discharge curves of battery 26, typical of data
obtained from the Mariner Ven-is 67 TA batteries, also
showed no anomalies. Figures 37 and 38 represent the
discharge curves at the two thermal extremes.
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Fig. 37. Discharge curve for battery 26 at 32°F ambient
temperature and 5-A discharge rate
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Table 7. Battery discharge comparisons
Battery SIN Temperature, 'F Rate Capacity, A-h
Mariner Mars 1964	 6 32-OF 4A 6.0
Mariner Mors 1964	 7 32"F 4A 0
Mariner Mars 1964	 0 32°F 4A 20.0
Mariner Venus 67
	
26 320F 5A 25.0
Mariner Venus 67	 27 32°F 5A 23.0
Mariner Venui 67	 28 32°F 5A 30.2
Mariner Venus 67	 29 320F 5A 29.0
Mariner Mars 1%4	 6 140"F 10A 26.0
Mariner Mars 1964	 7 140°F 10A 25,0
Mariner Mars 1%4	 8 140°F 10A 1510
Mariner Venus 67	 26 140OF 10A 48.3
Mariner Venuk 67	 27 140°F 10A 28,0
Mariner Venus 67	 28 140 °F 10A 28.0
Mariner Venus 67	 29 140°F l0A 25.0
The verification of a design is established by the phys-
ical testing of completed assemblies to specifications and
requirements of some finite magnitude greater than that
anticipated under normal conditions. The environmental
specifications stated in the TA specification provide en-
vironmental conditions of greater severity than would be
expected under normal circumstances during the mission.
The data obtained from a test program meeting these
requirements can, therefore, be used to predict battery
design integrity and performance.
The performance analysis and evaluation derived from
the design verification testing also provides a basis for
approving additional production of more of the same
type battery which will eventually become flight hard-
ware. If the battery meets the performance requirements
under worst-case conditions, it can then be assumed that
an ample margin of design adequacy exists, and produc-
t:nn of flight units may commence with.; assurance that
they will be capable of functioning beyond normal flight
conditions.
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Fig. 38. Discharge curve at 140 ' F ambient temperature	 Since the battery operation is based on chemical reac-
and 10-A discharge rate
	
tions, it is to be expected that battery capacity is affected
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by environmental tcnaperatures. Tl ►c chemical reactions
between the separators, electrodes, and electrolyte that
serve to degrade the capacity of the battery, decrease iti
activity with decreasing environmental temperatures and
,gas evolution; recombination decreases at the same time.
This decrease in chemical activity generally eliminates
d►unage to the internal working components of the cell.
It does not eliminate the effects of differential shrinkag'
of the cell container materials, the potting compounds,
the battery case, and possible stresses on the call seal
in the :32cT thermal environment.
The 326F tl?er.mal environment test affects the available
capacity of a battery and the structure of the cell con-
tainers and battery case. This temperature is quite useful,
therefore, in evaluating the battery design and function
should these conditions occur during the mission, The TA
specification requires a capacity of 18 A-h at 320F and,
as previously mentioned, this battery surpassed the re-
quirement as did all batteries on the TA test program.
It may then be concluded that the design provides more
than sufficient capacity in this environment, 'Visual obser-
vation of the battery during, test, and electrical checks
for shorts to the case after the tests were performed, did
not indicate any evidence of electrolyte leakage nor w,se
changes in the potting or cell structure and prop-,sties
found. Insulation resistance, wiring continuity, and case
isolation were all within specification and, in addition, no
anomalies appeared during the capacity discharge as seen
on the discharge curves. It was concluded that the Mariner
Venus 67 battery configuration and design :meet all re-
quirernents at the lower tlicrinal environment.
The 140 O F thermal environment test on a Mariner
Venus 67 battery produces effects opposite to those de-
scribed for the 32 0F thermal environment, At the higher
temperature, chemical activity within the battery in-
creases and results in increasing internal discharge or
capacity losses. As a part of this process, zinc on the
negative plates is more soluble in the electrolyte, and
silver reaction with the separators increases, The tensile
strength of the epoxy used in the cell-container structural
seals decreases with increasing temperature creating a
higher susceptibility to electrolyte leakage.
The TA specification requires the battery to have a
capacity of at least 24 A-h after a stand of 5 to 10 days
at 1400F. The data from Jh}s test and from TA testing
indicated that battery capacity was beyond that required.
No electrolyte leakage was discovered during or after this
test, no adverse effects on insulation resistance or wiring
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continuity Nvere found, and. no structural damage to (lie
+base or cell containers could be discerned.
The capacity of these batteries during their subjection
to the 1400F thermal environment indicates that the accel-
crated degrading processes, at least for this relatively
;short period of time, are very small, and that the Mariner
Venus 67 battery is capable of performance beyond that
normally required at the elevated temperature. It may
also be concluded that the structural strength of the bat-
tery case, cell containers, epoxy, and potting compound
is sufficient to withstand the debilitating effects of high
temperature during a deep discharge,
After being discharged at 140 0F, the battery was float
charged for 6 days in the same thermal environment. A
number of conclusions may be drawn from the behavior
of the battery during the test and supported by the data
from the subsequent final discharge at room temperature.
A basrc c," ct of charging the battery, especially in a
continuous mode such as this, is that gas evolution occurs
°%, thin the cell. If the considerations applied to the theo-
retical design are valid, a recombination of the gas takes
place at a sufficient rate to preclude any pressure increases
beyond the strength limitations of the cell container.
One other major effect that occurs during charging is
zinc dendrite growth. Under normal conditions, the nega-
tive plate retainer is of sufficient strength to provide a
reasonable resistance to punctures made by the dendrites;
this can create a shorting condition to the positive plates.
When the battery is subjected to high temperatures, how-
ever, the subsequent heating of the electrolyte may cause
the retainer material to loose its mechanical strength.
This is accompanied by a consequent higher probability
of cell failures due to the occurrence of shorting,
A discharge to full capacity was performed at room
temperature after allowing battery 26 to stand for 11 days.
The purpose was not only to allow the battery to reach
internal equilibrium, but to allow any, cells that may have
become shorted to degrade in capacity,, thus making the
effect more readily discernible during the subsequent
dischage.
A 26.30 A-h capacity was removed from battery no. 26
at room temperature, which was not as high as expected.
No shorting was apparent in any of the cells, and it was
concluded that the battery had not been fully charged
due to an equipment malfunction.
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A recharge sequence, initiated after the room tempera-
ture discharge, provided additional data confirming the
good condition of all cells, A total of 55.5 A-h was ac-
cepted by the battery. (open-circuit voltages of all cells
were excellent indicating that there was no shorting in
any cell and that the active material on the plates was
in excellent condition.
E. Battery Flight Operation
Spacecraft power was briefly switched from an external
supply to the battery at L — 100 min and then for the
final tinge at L — 7 min. At the time of launch the battery
was capable of providing at least 54,5 A-h.
At the time of liftoff, the total amount of current the
battery was supplying to the spacecraft was 5.6 A, at a
voltage of 27.65 V. By L + 1 min the spacecraft load had
increased to 5.8 A, and the battery terminal voltage was
steady at 27.65 V. Just before sun acquisition, at L + 30
min, the battery terminal voltage was 27.5 V, with the
load still at 5.8 A. This was the lowest voltage noted
during launch.
The spacecraft load was removed from the battery at
sun acquisition. The total capacity removed from the bat-
tery during the launeh period was 43 A-h, assuming a
nominal 55 A-h capacity prior to the L -- 100 count, and
adding in the capacity returned between L -- 100 and
L — 7 min. A. total of 3.2 A-h were used between liftoff
and sun acquisition.
Since the battery charger was on during the launch,
the battery began to be recharged as soon as the solar
panels acquired the sun. The initial charge rate was
270 mA, at 28.9 V, gradually tapering down to 30 mA,
at 34.45 V, 134.05 h after the start of charge. The number
of A-h replaced up to this time, of the start of the mid-
course maneuver, was 4.81; the battery then had a total
capacity of 55.51 A-h.
The pitch portion of the mideoursro ,maneuver started
135.5 h after launch. As expected, when the solar panels
were partially shaded by the spacecraft bus, the battery
began to share with a load voltage, of 27.9 V and a dis-
charge current averaging approximately 3 A. The total
sharing time was 46 min. Battery load voltage remained
fairly constant, the lowest voltage being 27.8 V, which
was 100 mV less than at the beginning of the pitch. The
battery capacity was depleted by 2.33 A-h during the
midcourse maneuver.
Figure 39 shows the battery terminal voltage profile
from launch to Canopus acquisition, while Fig. 40 pre-
sents the battery charger current profile for the same
period of time.
The battery charger, which had been left on since
launch, again started charging at sun reacquisition, The
battery was allowed to recharge until June 27, 1968; this
was 13 days after launch and 7,5 days after the midcourse.
The battery terminal voltage at this time was 33.45 V;
an estimated 58.8 A-h capacity was available.
Within a few hours after the charger was turned off,
the battery terminal voltage dropped to 33.4 V which is
normal for the Mariner silver-zinc battery. The terminal
voltage remained stable at the 33.4 V level through the
remainder of the cruise, encounter, and tape playback
periods.
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Fig. 39, Battery terminal voltage profile; launch to
second Canopus acquisition
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Fig. 40. Battery charger current profile; launch to second
Canopus acquisition
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The batte>iy wa 'II not used again after the midcourse,
However, to assist in determining the condition of the
battery, the charger was turned on after the second tape
playback for an additional 84 h of charging. When the
charger was turned on, the terminal voltage rose to
34.45 V and the charge rate was 10 mA this was identical
to the voltage and current when the charger was turned
off after the midcourse maneuver, The additional charg.
ing provided an estimated 1.2 A—h, This brought the total
battery capacity to about (30,0 A-1), A curve for buttery
terminal voltage is shown in Fig, 41,
No anomalies were noted in the battery telemetry dur-
ing any of the discharge, charge, or stand periods, It is
felt that the battery was in good condition when the
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Fig, 41, Battery terminal voltage; laut ' ich to end of
mission
spacecraft was prepared for the long term cruise on
November 21, 1967,
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